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INTRODUCTION
Virtual reality1 as a term suffers from a problem of hype, particularly
within architectural discourse and more specifically within architectural education. It should come as little surprise that the concept of
virtual reality should be of interest to architects and students of architecture. In the first two chapters of her book (Bertol, 1997), Bertol
puts forward the theory that virtual reality can be held as being merely
the current stage of a quest for producing more and more realistic,
three-dimensional representations, on which architects have been
engaged since the early fifteenth century (perspective drawing being
but one example). But Sheep T. Iconoclast asked a significant question in his chapter in (Iconoclast, 1995) as he wonders, "When virtual
reality will be interested in architectsn.The unwritten answer to this
pertinent question is when architects make a genuine contribution to
the wider field of VR research. In order to do this, it is first vital that
we find a way to look beyond the hype and associated seductive
imagery and ask some awkward questions.
The awkward question, with which this paper is beginning to
wrestle, concerns the nature of virtual space and whether it is used
or perceived in a manner consistent with how we use or perceive real
space. In his paper on visual perception and virtual reality (Stark,
1994), Stark presents an argument that suggests why the 'illusion of
virtual spatial perception' is so compelling. He says, "Seeing [in the
real world] is an illusion that hides the actual processes of vision.
These illusions apply equally as well to the worlds of VR as to the socalled 'real' world." These 'illusions' are: The illusion of 'completeness & clarity' (top-down cognitive models controlling the perceptual processes.) The illusion of 'the third dimension' (only 2D retinal
reception yet our cognitivelspatial models are in 3D.) The illusion of
'continuity in time' (eyelid 'blinks' continuously interrupt our vision,
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without any awareness of the interruption.) The illusion of 'space
constancy' (our retinal image is in motion with every saccade, again
without any awareness of this motion.)
Stark claims that virtual space can be perceived in a manner
consistent with that of real space because our perception of real space
as three-dimensional, temporally consistent and non fragmented is
merely an illusion anyway. Furthermore, that the same mechanisms
that convince us that the real world is 'real', in some tangible way,
are those very means that enable us to experience virtual space as a
particularly compelling "illusionu2.
Another academic field, whose recent findings effectively support the theory that real and virtual space perception are analogous,
is psychology. Researchers in this field have noted that spatial knowledge learnt in a virtual simulation can be effectively transferred into
the real world. Drawing the assumption that since the transfer of
spatial knowledge from one realm to another could be demonstrated
experimentally, it therefore implies that our spatial perception is similar
within both kinds of space. For example, (Witmer, Bailey et al. 1996),
examine how route knowledge gained in a simulation of a complex
office building can be seen to aid navigation in the real building.
They summarize their findings thus, "These results suggest thatVE3s
that adequately represent real world complexity can be effective training media for learning complex routes in buildings." Written in the
same year as Witmer's paper is a paper by Tlauka and Wilson, (Tlauka
and Wilson 1996). In this paper they conduct an experiment to test
the spatial knowledge gained in a virtual world, compared to the
knowledge gained through examining a map of the same environment. They concluded, "The present study suggests that real world
and simulated navigation both result in similar (i.e., orientation free)
cognitive maps."They go on to conclude that previous work has shown
that "there is a great deal of equivalence of learning in simulated
and real space."
In the following year, a paper by Ruddle (Ruddle, Payne et al.
1997) reproduced an earlier study conducted in the real world by
Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth (Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth 1982). This
experiment, which had been originally conducted in a real environment, was reproduced in a desktop (non-immersive)VR. It was found
that the users effectively learnt the spatial layout of the world, in a
manner that was analogous to the results of Thorndyke and Hayes-

Roth's original experiment, enabling Ruddle to conclude that navigation in real and virtual worlds was comparable. Furthermore, in (Darken
and Banker 1998), they also concluded that exposure to a virtual
simulation subsequently improved wayfinding performance in the real
world. Below are gathered a selection of quotations that effectively
summarize what researchers in the field of virtual wayfinding are
saying about the relationship between navigation in the real world:
In (Darken and Sibert 1993) they conclude that "principles extracted
from real world navigation ... can be seen to apply in virtual environments." In (Witmer, Bailey et al. 1996), they state that, "These results
suggest that VEs that adequately represent real world complexity
can be effective training media for learning complex routes in buildings." In (Tlauka and Wilson 1996) they conclude that "navigation in
computer-simulated space and real space lead to similar kinds of
spatial knowledge."
All of the above authors appear to be suggesting that we use
real space and virtual space analogously, on the basis that knowledge gained in either one may be applied to the other. However, the
assumption that we navigate through real space in a manner that is
similar to virtual space, based solely on evidence of knowledge transfer
(between realms), has to be a fundamentally flawed assumption. Although the similarity of spatial knowledge gained in these two realms
certainly supports the notion that real and virtual behavior is analogous, by itself it cannot be sufficient evidence. In order to evaluate
whether we perceive virtual space in a manner analogous to real
space, it is necessary to determine whether we actually use space in
the same way in both domains.
In previous work by Conroy Dalton, nee Conroy, (Conroy, 2001)
it was demonstrated that observed movement patterns of people moving through a real art gallery correlated with the patterns of virtual
navigation of subjects moving through a virtual simulation of the
same gallery. The data were compared, in this case, as cumulative
flow counts across defined thresholds in the building. In addition to
these highly suggestive results, research undertaken by Ruddle
(Ruddle, 1996), implies that patterns of movement are consistent
between desktop and immersive systems, suggesting that the medium through which virtual environments are viewed is less important than other factors. All of the above papers, therefore, begin to
draw tentative conclusions that we perceive or use virtual space in a
manner quite consistent with real space use. However, this is not to
say that virtual space is, at some level, 'real'.
If this inquiry begins to shift away from asking whether virtual
space is like real space to querying whether virtual space is 'real' in
some quantifiable way, a paper by Benedikt (Benedikt, 1992) becomes
pertinent. In this paper, Benedikt presents an argument that real space
and virtual space are identicaldue to the relationship between space
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and information. Namely, that space and information are synonymous; space essentially allows us t o distinguish between multiple
objects. He says, "Space both is, and is composed of information"
and adds, "Space and information are one and the same 'thing'."
This standpoint is taken after 'Leibniz's Law', also known asThe Identity of Indiscernibles. Imagine t w o objects whose appearance is identical in every detail. In such a case, we can only distinguish such
objects by their spatial relations to other objects. In this example
space and information are mutually dependent, and could be held to
be two aspects of the same thing. This is the basis for Benedikt's
argument about the nature of virtual space.
The above statement, that virtual space and real space are the
same because both contain information, can be contrasted with the
hypothesis of Wertheim, in her book (Wertheim, 1999) in which she
argues that virtual space is not like real space, but is, in its own right,
very 'real'. She argues that cyberspace is a space for the human soul
or psyche and that in creating this other space, we are rapidly returning to a medieval, dualistic universe. She states,
"As aproduction of late twentieth-century Western communities,
cyberspace, also, reflects the society from which i t is springing.
As we have noted, this space is coming into being at a time when
many in the Western worldare tiring of a purely physicalist world
picture. Can i t be a coincidence that we have invented a new
immaterial space atjust this point in our history? At just the point
when many people are longing once more for some kind of
spiritual space?"
Although both Benedikt and Wertheim put forward compelling
reasons why virtual space is real space (since both are information)
and that cyberspace in 'real' (as a realm for the soul), neither of these
views are particularly helpful within a broader architectural discourse.
Firstly, it could be strongly suggested that the relationship between
real space and virtual space cannot consist of a straightforward mapping of one onto the other. Since virtual space can take many forms
(particularly representational differences such as graphicallnongraphical and 2Dl3D) then the relationship between the virtual and
real can be seen to span a range of conditions from most like real
space, at one extreme, to least like real space, at the other, it therefore becomes necessary to define the point along this continuum at
which the relationship between both kinds of space begins to disintegrate, or indeed, "where to draw the line in the sand". As part of
this process, it is helpful to establish some criteria, which are necessary to be fulfilled, in order for virtual space to be used and perceived
in a manner similar to real space. Three such criteria will be proposed, in this paper, as being significant factors. Below are the criteria, by which virtual space should be judged to be similar to real
space.

That the virtual world should be navigable and should allow for
navigational choices.
2. That there be potential for chance encounter (implying it is a
collaborative, shared virtual environment) and for social interaction.
3. That the environment should have an "intelligible" structure.
This implies a structure, of which i t is relatively easy to form an
internal (or mental) representation, and which can be easily retrieved andlor communicated to others.
It should be noted that none of the above conditions preclude the
necessity for the environment to be three-dimensional, despite the
fact that the term virtual reality is usually taken to imply three-dimensional, real-time, spatial environments. It could be argued that
were these conditions t o be met, then not only would we be using
virtual space as ifit were real space, but furthermore, that there is an
added "architectural dimension" that is not covered by either Benedikt
or Wertheim.
1.

A PEDAGOGICAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE STUDY OF
VIRTUAL SPACE
Why should students of architecture be studying virtual space? Precisely because it allows them hold up a mirror, against which they
may re-examine their attitudes and thoughts about real space. It is a
realm forthoughts and experimentation, devoid of much of the'noise'
that clouds real world research. In beginning to explore the relationship between the configuration of spaces and resultant patterns of
occupancy, interaction and socialization in a virtual space, students
became better equipped to consider such issues with respect to real
world architecture. Below are described the results of an investigation into virtual space use, undertaken by graduate students of the
College of Architecture at Georgia Institute ofTechnology.The spatial
environments being studied were MUDS(Multi-User Domains) which
are social, text-based environments on the Internet.
MUD environments are environments that have no graphics (either 2D or 3D) but rather each space is described by a text-description, often in elaborate detail, prompting more evocative imagery
than the majority of 3D virtual environments could currently allow.
The description of each space will also indicate the presence of exits
to other, adjacent spaces. Often these exits are described in compass
terms (N, NE, E, SE, S etc.) implying not only a structure of spatial
relationships but also a sense of orientation and heading. In order to
navigate through such a structure of spaces, a user must simply type
the name of the desired exit and will be 'transported' to the adjacent
space.
The presence of another person occupying the same space will
be indicated by a simple statement, "Jack is present". If two or more
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people are occupying the same space a t the same time, they can
strike up a conversation, again using the keyboard to type the words
they wish to "sayn.This will appear as,for example, "Jacksays hello"
(as in the narrative of a novel).There are variations on these methods
of communication, i f more than two people are occupying the same
space, yet a private conversation is required, one person can "whisper" t o another person. Equally, i t is possible to communicate
transspatially, that is to say beyond the boundaries of the immediate
space within which a person is located. "Shouting" or using a "loudspeaker", the content of which is immediately transmitted to everyone currently inhabiting the whole environment, achieves this.
The task the students were set was to initially select and map a
MUD and then to visualize the network of spaces using a graphanalysis called Pajek4.This is not the first time that such environments have been used as a object for study by architecture students.
In Peter Anders' chapter, (Anders, 1998) in The Virtual Dimension, he
too, sets his students the task of exploring and mapping such online
worlds. However, the next stage of the study presented in this paper,
was to investigate the patterns of occupancy of these online worlds
over a period of time and to compare these observations to configurational properties of the structure of the MUD environment. In order
to do this, the students observed and noted which individuals were
occupying specific MUD-spaces and repeated these observations at
four different time-intervals during a day (morning, lunch-time, afternoon and evening) for seven consecutive days. Using the Pajek software, they were able to identify which locations had high occupancy
rates and then to compare the occupancy rates to certain spatial,
configurational properties of the environment. In real space it has
been noted that there is a strong relationship between patterns of
space use (both in terms of movement flows and static occupancy)
and certain, configurational properties of space. In particular, space
syntax5 research has demonstrated a strong relationship between
how 'integrated' or 'segregated' a space is within a system of spaces
and resultant patterns of person occupancy/movement. With reference to space syntax findings in the real world, the students tested
an hypothesis. The hypothesis was that if areas of noted high occupancy were either integrated within the overall structure of the MUD
or shallow (fewer number of steps away) to the entry point of the
MUD, then this would be consistent with patterns of real space use.
The four MUDSanalyzed in this study were:
DynamixMUSH (the 'ghost town')
MUD of 358 spaces
MUD of 87 spaces
Island (the 'art work')
M*U*S*H (the 'programmers coterie') MUD of 464 spaces
MUD of 18 core spaces
The Resort (the 'trysting place')
(+ many 'private' spaces)

Fig 1. Three Dimensional Structure of'DynamixMUSH

are the city environs, which contain spaces described as, for example,
"Plains and Hills", "Mountains", "Oceanside" and "Deserts".A virtual "Train" connects these spaces to the center of the downtown
area.The center of DynamixMUSH is a space called the "HUB", which
is also the entry space to this world.The Hub has twenty-three connections to other spaces and the deepest space from the HUB is seventeen steps (links or connections in the graph) away.
DynamixMUSH has the lowest occupancy rates of any of the
worlds, with only one to three users online at any single time and
only twenty-three users encountered in total during the week of observations. DynamixMUSH was one of the most complex MUDS in
the sample, and the obvious result of energetic MUD-building and
yet, paradoxically, had one of the lowest rates of usage. After a discussion between the student and the MUD'S co-founder, i t transpired
that this environment once had a thriving.user-base, but had been
practically abandoned due t o a "dispute over management". Consequently, this MUD was the equivalent of a virtual ghost town. In terms
of spatial patterns of occupancy observations, there was an indication that occupancy rates were higher closer to the HUB, but since all
private residences were only three steps away from the HUB, this
would account for the result.
ISLAND

Fig. 2. Named Spares !f DynamrxMUSH

DynamixMUSH is thematically based upon a city and is composed of
three areas, downtown, streets with private spaces accessible from
them and the city environs.The downtown area is loosely based upon
a relational and oriented grid of streets. Connect to the downtown
grid are additional streets from which private 'spaces' may be accessed (the equivalent of a residential area). Each 'residential' street
has between four and ten private spaces leading from it. Finally,there
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Fig. 3. Three Dimensional Structure of the Island
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Fig. 4. Named Spaces of the Island

The island MUD was originally conceived as an art project by the
British artists Nina Pope and Karen Guthrie and constituted part of a
larger installation at the Institute of Contemporary Arts, London, in
October 1999. It is based upon a fictional, seaside village or town,
reminiscent of childhood holidays (created from memories and experiences of the artists, a phrase they term psycho-geography). Consequently, it will seem very familiar to most British people of a certain
generation. Part of the installation of the work at the ICA involved
the construction of a physical representation of the island, hence this
is one of the few MUDS which has some evocative visual images
associated with it, see figure 5.

Fzg 5 Photograph of the Isla~zdInstallatzon (CopyrtghtPope & Guthrd)
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Lynn MacRitchie, on reviewing the island MUSH in the Financial
Times, commented of it
"I have one of those rare moments when perception shifts. I
realize I have entered a non-existent but nonetheless very real
space, and I am not alone. The sense of moving around in a shared
imaginative experience is so powerful that it becomes physical"
This experience of a strong mental association between the structure
of virtual spaces and the real, material world is of great import to an
architectural definition of virtual space. It could be argued that one
of the key aspects t o MacRitchie's statement is the description of the
shared experience. Clearly for her, the potential for chance encounter
and social interaction (criterion #2) is an important component of
the experience of this environment, allowing herto reconstitute these
spaces, in her own mind as very 'real'.
When analyzing the spatial structure of the island MUD it was
noted that the most integrated space in the network is the space
named "Main Street", which would be expected if analyzing the spatial structure of a real small town or village.This similarity was clearly
not designed deliberately into the structure of the MUD. However,
since the artists were attempting to describe a place that felt 'real' at
some level, this evidence suggests that they were indeed successful.
Unfortunately, the Island MUD received no visitors during the week
of observations and hence analyses of occupancy rates were unavailable.

Fig. 6 Three Dimensional Structure ofM'U*SXH

This MUD was a large and extremely complex environment, containing almost five hundred distinct spaces. The most striking feature of
the spatial layout of this MUD was that it was bifurcated; a MUD in
two parts joined only at t w o or three locations.The'lower' part of the
MUD resembled a gridded town, and included spaces representing a
'park', an 'art museum', 'apartment buildings' etc. The primary point
of connection between the 'lower' and 'upper' sections of the MUD is
located in a space called "Omphalos Park", which also happens to
be the main entrance space to this environment. By ascending a
"beanstalk" in the park, a visitor enters the'upper' realm, which is a
fantastical environment, containing spaces conceived as being in outer
space, on a sunken ship or in a "holy grove". A fascinating aspect
about the spatial structure of this MUD was the difference between
the 'lower' and 'upper' sections. As already mentioned, the lower
section was far more 'grid-like', whereas the upper structure was more
'tree-like' (dendritic) and students reported that they found it more
difficult to comprehend the structure of the upper section (compounded by the fact that a number of different spaces shared a common name).
The patterns of occupancy in this MUD peaked in the evening,
and this environment, unlike the two previous environments was extremely well occupied (with 103 distinct users encountered). However, there was an interesting anomaly of this MUD. It is a usual convention in MUD environments that a user may converse only with
others with whom they share a space. This may be circumvented by
using a virtual 'loudspeaker'. In this MUD, all users were communicating in this manner, that is to say, transspatially (the equivalent of
using a telephone in the real world as opposed to communicating
face-to-face). Consequently, there was little movement throughout
the MUD (less than fifteen percent of users ever moved about) and
users tended to stay in their own personal spaces, which were often
spatially segregated within the system (if not completely disconnected
from it). On occasion, when the students visited certain spaces, whilst
conducting the mapping part of the exercise, they surprised the inhabitants, for whom they constituted their first actual 'visitor' to the
space. After conversing with a number of users, the students concluded that the population of this world was quite sophisticated (the
hunch being that they were mostly programmers) and that, in fact,
they were using this virtual space in quite a sophisticated manner
(akin to how we use real space at a number of multiple levels, both
spatially and transspatially).
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THE RESORT

Fig. % Three Dimensional Structure of The Resort

Fig. 8. Named Spares of The Resort

The Resort MUD is based upon a theme of a hotel. However, unlike
the majority of the MUDSsampled, very few of the spaces were public (as with a real hotel). You could only enter a private room upon
invitation of the owner. The kinds of public spaces were exactly as
one would expect to find in a hotel, a lobby, gym, pool, lounge, restaurant etc.The structure of only the public rooms is illustrated above.
The occupancy of this world was also very high, with the highest

occupancy levels being recorded in the hotel "lobby" followed by the
"pool", a pattern one would not be surprised to find in a real hotel.
These users were the complete opposite to the sophisticated, immobile users of the M*U*S*H world, here users would mingle in the
communal areas, often moving around the main set of spaces (structurally very interconnected and "ringy" easily accommodating such
patterns of movement). Users would only move into a private "hotel
room" when they desired a private chat. This population was using
the virtual space as if it were a real, spatial system - making use of all
the benefits of potential for chance encounter and social interaction
whilst also using the more segregated and private spaces for more
intimate conversations.
In all, the four MUD environments analyzed were quite different
(the "ghost town", the "art work", the "programmers' coterie" and
the "trysting place") in terms of spatial structure, patterns of occupancy, numbers of users and complexity. However, each demonstrated
an aspect of real space use that appeared to have been translated
into the virtual realm. In terms of the criteria suggested earlier in this
paper (conditions upon which virtual spaces should be considered to
be functioning as real spaces - navigability and route choices, potential for chance encounter, and an intelligible structure) all of the MUDS
investigated would appear to satisfy the first two criteria. The one
MUD which appeared to have the most unintelligible structure (based
solely upon reported disorientation experienced by the students whilst
undertaking the mapping assignment) was the M*U*S*H world. Interestingly, this was the world in which users had abandoned any
pretence at using it spatially, instead relying on methods of communication that transcended the spatial structure. This is directly analogous to strategies used in the real world to overcome spatial deficiencies in real environments.
Although it can be argued that the findings presented here have
a limited application, as the samples selected are too small to draw
significant conclusions, what is essential, within the context of a larger
pedagogical framework, is to summarize the learning outcomes which
the students gained from completing this exercise. For all of them, it
allowed them to approach a complex problem with structure and
rigor. They first mapped, visualized and analyzed a complex spatial
system and then went on to question the relationship between the
layout of the environment and patterns of usage. For each of them, it
caused them to begin to think about real space in a way in which
they had not previously considered. They achieved this by holding
virtual space, as a mirror, against which they re-examined the nature
of real-space and real space use. For this reason, above all others, it
served as an extremely useful exercise to have undertaken.
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CONCLUSIONS
Virtual space can be held to be analogous to real space in ways that
are far more fundamental than considered previously - in terms of
navigability, interaction and intelligibility. Not all virtual worlds satisfy these criteria and therefore not all virtual space can be said to be
functioning in a manner similar to real space. By examining the spatial structure of virtual worlds and comparing the structure to patterns of space use and occupancy we can begin to judge to what
extent these virtual spaces are being used as if there were, in some
tangible manner, 'real'. These criteria take a quite different approach
from other definitions of virtual space as being real, for example,
virtual space as either "information-space" or "soul-space". Essentially the difference in this approach is t o consider virtual space primarily as social space. Furthermore, the act of examining these virtual worlds in such a rigorous manner also helps to shed light upon
our understanding of real space. That is t o say, the conception of real
space as a system of spatial relationships and networks, through which
we move, and socially interact with those around us. Indeed, as
Rushkoff said in his keynote lecture at the recent RlBA conference on
E-Futures: Designing for a Digital World, "We are moreaware of real
space due to our use of virtual space. Real space is a premium.
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>Inthis case, Stark is referring mostly to a stereoscopic visual experience, either
seen through a head-mounted display (HMD), or by using some kind of "shutterglass" or "polarized-glass" system, where the view presented to each eye is a
slightly different perspective view.
'VE is an acronym for Virtual Environment.
JThis software was developed at the University of Ljubljana in Slovenia and can be
downloaded from http:llvlado.fmf.uni-Ij.silpublnetworkslpajek
5SpaceSyntax is a family of theories and methodologies concerning the social use
of space, which was developed at University College London in the mid-1970s.
Topyright Pope & Guthrie, "An Artists' Impression" Mixed media installation
(detail): 8 x 5 m model (wood, polystyrene, modeling materials) with pulley, 2
workshops (approx. 2m x 2 m) 2 on-line computers.
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